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ABSTRACT

If sustainability transitions research is to be relevant for upscaled diffusion of radical innovations and wide systemic socio-technical changes, then markets remain critical to account for. Founding frameworks in transition studies regard markets and market formation as important. Yet, the conceptualization of markets has so far not been elaborate: markets are mostly pictured as target areas for sustainable innovation and emphasis is on diffusion and user involvement. This special issue aims to unpack the notion of markets and market formation in sustainability transitions. The special issue contains in total 13 papers, which draw on theory from various scientific disciplines, use diverse research approaches, and cover a multitude of contexts. Altogether, the collection of papers stimulates broader theorizing of markets in sustainability transitions and the formulation of an agenda for future studies on markets in sustainability transitions. This editorial paper proposes relevant topics for such a research agenda.

1. Introduction

Founding frameworks in transition studies regard markets and market formation as critical for transitions to unfold (Geels, 2004) and innovation systems to emerge (Dewald and Truffer, 2011; Hekkert et al., 2007). Conceptualization of markets have, however, so far not been elaborate, perhaps because empirically sustainable technologies only recently began to be ready to scale (Hyysalo et al., 2018) or because markets are regarded as rational trade arenas (Diaz Ruiz, 2012). Presently, markets are mostly pictured as target areas for sustainable innovation and emphasis is on diffusion and user involvement.

This special issue aims to unpack the notion of markets, market formation and market shaping in sustainability transitions. The main motivation for this focus is that if sustainability transitions research is to be relevant for upscaled diffusion of sustainable innovations, wide systemic socio-technical changes, and extensive restructuring of economies, then markets remain critical to account for. Markets affect the form of consumed goods and services; they can facilitate and inhibit exchange of resources, hence serving to coordinate or stall transformative processes. We build on recent sustainability transitions literature that made initial steps in conceptualizing the development, formation, creation, and shaping of markets (Boon et al., 2020; Dewald and Truffer, 2012; Hyysalo, 2021; Ottosson et al., 2020; Schanz et al., 2019) and a dialog session at the 2020 International Sustainability Transitions Conference.

Moreover, there is decades of theoretical work that builds on literature on markets in economics and has gone beyond perceiving markets as trade arenas in which buyers and sellers with rational preferences and full information maximize utility and profits. This
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Table 1
Articles in the special issue with their main characteristics and contributions.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Author(s)</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Empirical field (or in case of no empirical basic: type of paper)</th>
<th>Topic area(s)</th>
<th>Contributions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Beumer et al. (2022) | It is not the market, stupid: On the importance of non-market economies in sustainability transitions | Agriculture (rice intensification) | Alternatives to market mechanisms | - Market mechanisms are central in sustainability transitions  
- There are alternative ways of organizing exchange based on principles of reciprocity, redistribution, and subsistence |
| Boon et al. (2022) | Conceptualizing market formation for transformative policy | Health (eHealth and genetic testing) and 3D printing | Policy for market formation | - Five distinct market formation processes are explored  
- The processes facilitate diagnosis of bottlenecks and drivers  
- Policy design can address these bottlenecks |
| Dordi et al. (2022) | Ten financial actors can accelerate a transition away from fossil fuels | Energy market | Role of investors in creating sustainability markets | - Capital markets may prove to be enablers to the sustainable transition innovation processes  
- Capital markets may be conceived in terms of networks of actors that may support or hinder transitions |
| Gomes et al. (2022) | The role of governments in uncertainty orchestration in market formation for sustainability transitions | Electric carsharing, bioplastics, biofuels, and biological pesticides | Management of uncertainties related to market formation | - Exploration of how government actors orchestrate uncertainties regarding market formation  
- Types of uncertainties identified: configurational uncertainty, affiliation uncertainty, and interdependence uncertainty |
| Groenewoudt and Romijn (2022) | Limits of the corporate-led market approach to off-grid energy access: A review | Off-grid solar technologies | Non-market-based routes | - Corporate-led market development route is dominant but reproduces structural injustices  
- Non-market-based routes like non-profit and government-led interventions are needed for sustainability transitions to unfold  
- Development of mass markets in low carbon energy solutions is slower than expected  
- Intermediation is important in market formation prior to mainstream markets  
- Ecologies of intermediation and socio-material arenas pattern intermediation in partial and shifting ways |
| Hyysalo et al. (2022) | Market intermediation and its embeddedness – Lessons from the Finnish energy transition | Energy and built environment | Market formation; market embeddedness; intermediation | - Markets for new technologies are shaped by actors and devices  
- Discursive, economic and technical devices contribute to articulate the value created in the market  
- Markets are thus 'framed'  
- Comparison of market designs in liberalized electricity markets and the role of policy preferences and institutional logics  
- Certain market designs are better aligned with the energy transition than others  
- Causal loops contribute to sustainable market transformation  
- Market transformation follows four phases (inception, competitive advantage, synergy, and institutionalization)  
- Actors have different roles and responsibilities in these phases  
- Disruptive technologies may lay claims on (urban) public space and/or are contested |
| Karnøe et al. (2022) | Introducing the lens of markets-in-the-making to transition studies: The case of the Danish wind power market agencement | Wind power | Framing and overflowing of markets | |
| Lindberg (2022) | The power of power markets: Zonal market designs in advancing energy transitions | Electricity markets | Contribution of market designs to energy transition | |
| Nijhof et al. (2022) | Sustainable market transformation: A refined framework for analyzing causal loops in transitions to sustainability | Conceptual paper | Market transformation | |
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Table 1 (continued)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Author(s)</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Empirical field (or in case of no empirical basic: type of paper)</th>
<th>Topic area(s)</th>
<th>Contributions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Valor et al. (2021)     | Understanding the limits to forming policy-driven markets in the electricity sector | Electricity sector (flexibility markets)                         | Resource integration, policy-pushed markets | - Development of markets is contingent on resource integration  
- Resource integration is influenced by actors’ resources, and inability and/or unwillingness to interact  
- Actors anticipated negative valuing are reluctant to obtain resources or to interact  
- Institutional arrangements should support actors in this                                                                 |
| Werner et al. (2022)    | Using dynamic capabilities to shape markets for alternative technologies: A comparative case study of automotive incumbents | Automotive industry                                              | Market-shaping capabilities, resources, legitimation | - Framework to map how incumbents deploy market-shaping capabilities to shape favorable future markets  
- Analysis shows how incumbents mobilize resources and engage key stakeholders to create different kinds of value  
- Firms induce system-level reconfigurations to create internal legitimation  
- Supply structure influences the shaping of markets  
- The study finds that market concentration influences number and size of new installations, and total capacity. |
| Zaman and Borsky (2021) | The impact of supply structure on solar home system installations in rural off-grid areas | Solar home system installations in rural off-grid energy markets | Supply structure, market concentration | - Supply structure influences the shaping of markets  
- The study finds that market concentration influences number and size of new installations, and total capacity. |

theoretical work has been done in disciplines such as Evolutionary economics, bringing in the ideas of dominant product categories and processes of preference formation (Kaplan and Tripsas, 2008; Suarez et al., 2015); Marketing, advancing ideas of markets constituting of practices and markets as collective efforts involving various actors (Kjellberg and Helgesson, 2007; Nenonen et al., 2019); and the Sociology of markets, focusing on markets as politics and as categories that require legitimation work (Caliskan and Callon, 2010; Fligstein and Dauter, 2007; Navis and Glynn, 2010). Nevertheless, applying, combining and integrating these theoretical perspectives with transition research is still much needed, both empirically and conceptually.

2. Overview of the special issue

The goal of the special issue is to stimulate broader research and theorizing of markets in sustainability transition studies. The papers in the special issue (Table 1) use a wide range of research approaches including historical and contemporary research designs, drawing on qualitative and quantitative data to investigate relationships between market structures and evolutionary processes. The contributors analyze market evolution on different levels and at different scales (from local to global), and in different countries, socio-political settings and sectors. Most empirical cases are on European markets, yet there are contributions focusing on the global south. A majority of the empirical papers analyze cases from the energy sector, but the special issue also contains case analyses from transport, health, finance, agriculture and food.

Contributions to the special issue combine basic ideas from transition studies in terms of normative directionality, multi-dimensionality and co-evolution, multi-actor and long-term processes, stability and change, open-endedness and uncertainty, and values, contestation and disagreement (Köhler et al., 2019), with theories and concepts from established research traditions such as evolutionary and ecological economics, science and technology studies, innovation studies, economic sociology, and business administration and marketing. The intention with this cross-fertilization is to generate novel insights, clearer conceptualizations, and an elaborated understanding of markets in sustainability transition studies.

3. Main take-aways from the special issue

Based on the results and discussions presented in the articles of the special issue, we have been able to extract main lessons about markets in transitions. We frame these lessons as topics for a future research agenda of markets in sustainability transitions. These points include the following:
(1) In innovation and transition studies, entrepreneurs and especially large incumbents have been regarded as important players in shaping new markets as well as in maintaining existing market structures and categories for the introduction of their new products or services. Some contributions to this special issue emphasize the role of businesses, yet also make an effort to nuance their position. As Zaman and Borsky (2021) showed, our view on the supply-side structure of markets should be more granular. They studied differences in supply structure and competition and how they affect the sales of solar home systems in rural markets, always being aware that suppliers are embedded in a network of other market actors with competitive configurations and associated power relations. Werner et al. (2022) studied how incumbent firms shape markets by demonstrating value and creating a narrative. Through these activities, firms also aim to justify their strategic choices internally. Lindberg (2022) show that vested company interests and related institutions can dominate choices on how to determine the design of electricity markets.

(2) Transition studies have focused on the early stages of sustainable technology development. Especially in the context of the multi-level framework, shaping of markets has been associated with incumbent firms being counteractive and regimes being dominated by apparent market failures. Consequently, transition studies have regarded markets as an ambiguous concept, and research seemed to favor e.g. niche-level experimentation. Nowadays, technologies aiming for sustainable solutions enter the acceleration phases which leads some transition scholars to re-embrace the importance of commercialization, companies and creating markets to ensure large-scale deployment. The revaluation of markets even leads to over-emphasis both of the evidence of capacities of the markets to spread sustainable solutions and on delegitimizing the importance of non-firm actors. Pairing the neglect of studying markets with an expectation that they nonetheless catapult sustainable innovations widely in society can at worst lead to a perilous ‘market fetish’. The contributions to this special issue make clear that markets in transitions take many shapes and that their shaping is important for their capacity to further transitions. Building on the sociology of markets (Karnøe et al., 2022), a number of articles emphasize that markets are more than mere places for economic exchange. Rather, they should also be perceived as spaces determined by social interactions between stakeholders (Hyysalo et al., 2022). These spaces are then demarcated by narratives, and furthermore, through this social interaction, stakeholders actively shape narratives to demarcate what is part of the market and how the market should be conceived, as such emphasizing the cognitive dimension of markets (Boon et al., 2022; Werner et al., 2022).

(3) Markets should not (only) be defined by activities of entrepreneurs nor restricted to their transactions with users. Lundvall et al., 1988 already posited that information exchange goes beyond ‘pure’ market signals of price and quantity. To enable product innovation, market interactions should also incorporate supplier capabilities and user demands. Moreover, there are many other stakeholders involved in the forming and functioning of markets. Hyysalo et al. (2022) demonstrate that market formation is always embedded in intermediation performed by many actors in different arenas. In focusing on financial capital, Dordi et al. (2022) find that investors may form networks of actors that can support (and hinder) creative destruction needed for these markets to be transformed. A few contributions highlight the conflicts and contestation involved in these multi-actor processes, e.g. between incumbents and newcomers and between public and private interests (Sareen et al., 2021; Valor et al., 2021). Power relations between the stakeholders are important to consider when analyzing markets in sustainability transitions.

(4) Markets can take different shapes and evolve during the course of transitions. They are different in embryonic phases (e.g. in terms of actors and narratives involved) as compared to acceleration phases, and are potentially reshaped again if mass market conditions are achieved (Nijhof et al., 2022). This shaping requires institutional work and intermediation. Different actors have different ways of attaining legitimacy to influence this work in their desired directions. Karnøe et al. (2022) delve into this by showing in the case of wind power that creating – or framing – a stable market is difficult and costly due to socio-political, economic and new technological pressures external to the market. Hyysalo et al. (2022) examine how patterns of intermediation change during the course of the development of markets for low-carbon solutions.

(5) An open question remains as to which sustainable products in the context of transitions require, or even can become exchanged in mass markets and which products will be transacted in smaller, patchy markets, or as parts of larger bundles of solutions deployed in e.g. low carbon reconfiguration of the built environment. Niches have been regarded as proto-markets and precursors to mass markets. Yet, whether niches develop into mass markets or something else is an open question. What would the transition between one market shape and another look like? And what would it mean for stepping up or down niche protection? What about monopolies or other types of market power forming in these niches? And would it be possible for multiple niche markets to co-exist as part of an interconnected ecosystem (Boon et al., 2022)? There is a need for investigating the exact barriers to speed up market formation and/or markets transitioning from one stage to the next. To this end, Nijhof et al. (2022) propose a framework with causal loops, illustrating what kind of interventions are most effective to accelerate a sustainable market transformation process. Hyysalo et al. (2022) point out that much of the requisite intermediation in a maturing market involves the very opposite of catalyzing solution emergence: reducing the complexity of goods and services and forming intermediary actor categories that simplify and stabilize the markets for final adopters.

(6) Several papers in the special issue argue that policy has important roles to direct and stimulate emerging markets. This role is different from the role of policy to protect new technologies from regime pressures, as traditionally advocated in theories on strategic niche management. Instead of protection there seems to be a need for a controlled exposure to regime pressures. The papers published in this special issue present several propositions in this respect. Valor et al. (2021) show how in policy-driven markets, such as provision of distributed flexibility in electricity systems, value is co-created, but that available resources and market actors’ abilities and willingness to integrate resources impose limits to the success of co-creating markets. Gomes and Barros (2022) claim that governmental intervention is instrumental for dealing with uncertainties over which actors to involve, required interdependencies with other actors, and the unique identity of a market. Based on these different uncertainties, they
present a number of propositions on how governments may act. Regulatory uncertainty is a key aspect for Sareen et al. (2021) when markets are taking shape. Especially in cases of rapid innovation and diffusion, such as sharing platforms and micro-mobility options, private actors aim to create markets on their accord, and public actors are lagging in terms of how to regulate. Boon et al. (2022) disentangle five major processes of market formation that can be used as a diagnostic tool to identify misalignments, bottlenecks and failures for which transformative innovation policy interventions can then be devised. The framework enables capturing the systemic, contextualized nature of market formation processes from early phases of technology emergence onwards and can use this to study and design market-shaping policies that contribute to desired transitions.

(7) Some papers in the special issue challenge the markets as a dominant form of organizing exchange of products and services, often dominated by companies. They argue that such corporate-led market development may reproduce structural injustices. Even perspectives that highlight the role of public actors in organizing exchange seem to do this with half an eye on markets, as does Mazzucato (2016) in her plea for the entrepreneurial state. Hence, these papers call for alternative ways of organizing exchange, with greater focus on local, non-affiliated entrepreneurs, non-profit organizations, and the public sector. Beumer et al. (2022) present a case of an agricultural innovation that diffused without relying on markets, based on principles of reciprocity, redistribution and subsistence. Such principles might form alternative bases for organizing exchange in the context of sustainability transitions. Groenewoudt and Romijn (2022) further point out that the corporate-led market development route creates certain biases and limitations in the case of off-grid energy. They call for broadening the possible routes for diffusion by integrating non-market-based options. The papers highlight how the relationships between environmental and innovation policies and markets are manifold and complex — policies are clearly a key means that can give rise to new solutions and markets. Policies are needed for shaping the markets as they develop, e.g. in terms of directing market development towards sustainable innovation as well as of regulating and curbing undesired market development.

4. Conclusion

The papers in this special issue have highlighted and nuanced the instance of markets and market formation in the context of transitions. The contributing articles show that markets are populated with a wide variety of actors, ranging from companies to community groups and public actors. Markets have material and exchange dimensions, but they are also embedded in wider socio-technical and economic systems. The demarcation of markets is subject to construction of material as well as socio-political and cognitive artefacts, such as narratives. Altogether, the special issue constitutes a basis for a research agenda for future studies on markets in sustainability studies. Future research may focus on specific aspects such as incumbency, policy and power relations influencing markets, different characteristics of markets, and different stages of market evolution. However, future research should also adopt critical perspectives to highlight the limitations of markets and situate markets in broader economic contexts. Markets can have a certain directionality and be precursor to future market developments and the formation of new markets. In this light, the main takeaway is to investigate markets and the opportunities there are to shape them to favor sustainable transformation by taking a process perspective.
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